Sponsors 2009

- The UC Robot Team is grateful to many industry and personal sponsors including: the National Automotive Center of the U.S. Army TACOM, Applied Research Associates, UC Student Activities & Leadership Development, UC Graduate Student Association, Control Think, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, General Electric, Procter & Gamble, Microsoft, the UC Alumni Association, Little Tikes, ME Department, CS Department, AEEM Department, ECE Department, the College of Engineering and the University Vice President for Research and individual sponsors.
Individual sponsors

- Karen Davis
- Bob Rost
- Wendy Beckman
- Bettie Hall
- Teik Lim
- Chris Walker
- Larry Ruess
- Randy Allemang
- Jay Lee
- Al Bosse
- Emmanuel Fernandez
- Sam Anand
- C.Y. Han
- Doug Smith
- Robert Hous
- Jack Judge
- Ron Tarvin
- Sandra Degen
- Carlo Montemagno
- Paul Bishop
- Frank Gerner
- Larry Genskow
- Stephen Varga
- Joe Nurre
- Past UC Robot Team members
Individual sponsors

• Larry Daprato, Tekmar-Dohrmann
• Tayib Samu, Intel Corporation.
• Shaojian Deng, Bensalam, PA.
• Ernest Hall
• Robert F. Kostruck
• Eugene Merchant
• Terrell L. Mundhenk
• Mike Rivett
• Ronald Tarvin
• Krishnamoha Kola
• Dino T. Vlahakis
• Nikhil Kelkar
• Ronald Huston
• Richard Shell